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about the pmo

First held in 1984, the PMO was created as a venue for high school students with interest 

and talent in mathematics to come together in the spirit of friendly competition and 

sportsmanship. Its aims are: (1) to awaken greater interest in and promote the appreciation 

of mathematics among students and teachers; (2) to identify mathematically-gifted 

students and motivate them towards the development of their mathematical skills; (3) 

to provide a vehicle for the professional growth of teachers; and (4) to encourage the 

involvement of both public and private sectors in the promotion and development of 

mathematics education in the Philippines

 

The PMO is the first part of the selection process leading to participation in the International 

Mathematical Olympiad (IMO). It is followed by the Mathematical Olympiad Summer 

Camp (MOSC), a five-phase program for the twenty national finalists of PMO. The 

four selection tests given during the second phase of MOSC determine the tentative 

Philippine Team to the IMO. The final team is determined after the third phase of MOSC.

 

The PMO this year is the fifteenth since 1984. Almost three thousand five hundred 

(3500) high school students from all over the country took the qualifying examination, 

out of these, two hundred eight (208) students made it to the Area Stage.  Now, in the 

National Stage, the number is down to twenty and these twenty students will compete 

for the top three positions and hopefully move on to represent the country in the 54th 

IMO, which will be held in Santa Marta, Colombia on July 18-28, 2013.
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MESSAGE FROM DOST-SEI
Greetings of peace!

With the ushering of a new year, we welcome 2013 with the much 
awaited commencement of the Final Round of the country’s most 
prestigious mathematics competition, the Philippine Mathematical 
Olympiad (PMO). 

The nation’s oldest competition has continuously proven its 
effectiveness in discovering and advancing exemplary talent in 
mathematics.  Since 2008, the PMO has enabled the country to 

carry on its medal haul in the International Mathematics Olympiad, 
the most prestigious mathematics competition in the world.  Indeed, the high degree 
of competition in the PMO brings out the paramount potential of our students in 
mathematics.

As medals from international math and science competitions keep on pouring for 
the Philippines, expectations soar even higher. We believe that the Filipino students 
have the adequate knowledge and analytic skills that are at par with their international 
counterparts. And with the implementation of the K-12 program, it is expected that the 
Philippine contingent will soon rise above its contenders and finally dominate in the 
international scene. 

The Science Education Institute upholds its commitment in supporting the Mathematics 
Society of the Philippines in nurturing the Filipino youth who are gifted in mathematics. 
We are positive that this year’s PMO will harvest a new crop of outstanding change-
makers in the S&T landscape.

We look forward to an exciting PMO and we wish all the contestants the best.

FILMA G. BRAWNER, Ph. D.
Director, Science Education Institute

Department of Science and Technology
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MESSAGE FROM DEP-ed

I salute the country's elite, young mathematical talents who will one 

day soon make our country proud in the international math circle.

I understand that the organizers, the trainers, coaches and parents 

are all doing their best to ensure that our math wizards are getting 

the best training an preparation possible to make them emerge 

as winners in the world-calibre competition. To you, who serve as 

mentors to our competitions, I send my admiration.

To our young math talents, may the training you get and the possible accolades you 

will continue to reap to be reverted to our country by taking active roles in science and 

technology initiatives in the future.

Forward you go!

BR. ARMIN A. LuSTRO FSC

Secretary

Department of Education
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MESSAGE FROM msp

For close to four decades now, the MSP has been involved in 
organizing mathematics competitions, starting with the Metro Manila 
Math Competition in 1977.  MSP is proud to organize the Philippine 
Mathematical Olympiad, the toughest and most prestigious math 
competition in the country. The PMO was first held in 1984 but the 
first National Level Competitions of the PMO was held in SY1986-
1987. We are grateful to the Department of Science and Technology-

Science Education Institute (DOST-SEI) for partnering with us in organizing this activity.   

The aim of the Philippine Mathematical Olympiad is to identify and reward excellence 
in Mathematics. We hope to discover, motivate and nurture talents and hopefully steer 
them to careers in Science and Mathematics in the future.  The participants have displayed 
good Filipino values such as determination, hard work and optimism.  Congratulations 
to the winners and all the participants of the 15th PMO! 

Congratulations to the coaches and the school administrators.  We hope competitions 
such as this provide constant stimulus for improving teaching and the curriculum in 
your schools. The MSP believes that competitions are important in promoting stronger 
educational culture.
 
In behalf of the MSP, I wish to thank the sponsors, schools and other organizations, 
institutions and individuals for their continued support and commitment to the PMO.   
Thank you and congratulations to Dr. Jose Ernie Lope and his team for the successful 
organization of the 15th PMO.

JuMELA F. SARMIENTO, Ph.D.
President

Mathematical Society of the Philippines
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MESSAGE FROM FUSE

Congratulations to the Philippine Mathematical Olympiad!

In any endeavor, excellence does not happen by chance neither 

by talent alone. Excellence comes about and results from effort, 

determination and persistence.  

In this regard, I share the views of the Philippine Mathematical Olympiad.  We 

both work with deep enthusiasm and interest towards building national excellence and 

talents in Mathematics through national competitions which identify talented and gifted 

children in Mathematics.

I congratulate the Philippine Mathematical Olympiad in its laudable effort at identifying, 

building up and sustaining the interest and talents of students in the Philippines.

LuCIO C: TAN

Vice-Chairman

FuSE
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MESSAGE FROM c&E

I write this message as I listen to news about the Philippine Azkals 
Football team preparing for a fight with Spanish players coming very 
soon to the Philippines.  The celebrity status achieved by the Azkals 
members is an indication of how promising this re-discovered sports 
is to Filipinos.  here is finally a sports where people, regardless of 
height or country of origin can excel.

I would like to think of Mathematics as the football of high school 
subjects and the PMO as the Azkals of international scholastic competitions.

Mathematics as a subject does level the playing field and the success of Filipino students 
in this subject when competing abroad is testimony to how the Philippines can keep 
earning another reputation for being home to world-class Math champions.

In keeping with my personal belief that we indeed have the best Math students this side 
of the planet, rest assured that C&E Publishing, Inc. will always be behind the Philippine 
Math Olympiad in the Organization’s noble quest to produce the brightest  of young 
mathematicians.

Congratulations to all the qualifiers to the National Level.  Congratulations to the 
members and officers of the Philippine Math Olympiad for once again staging and now 
having the 15th Philippine Mathematical Olympiad.

May your effort keep on exponentially multiplying into the highest Mersenne prime 
possible. Mabuhay!

EMYL EuGENIO
VP-Sales and Marketing Division

C&E Publishing, Inc.
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the pmo finalists

Clyde Wesly 
si Ang
Chiang Kai Shek College
Frederick Buiza

John Angel 
librAndA ArAnAs
Makati Science High School
Mark Vidallo

deAny hendriCk 
Cheng
Grace Christian College
Josephine Sy-Tan

Jervis  
ong ChuA
Philippine Cultural College - Main
Reynaldo Sy, Jr. 

John ThomAs 
yu ChuATAk
St. Stephen's High School
Tom Ng Chu

kyle PATriCk 
Flor dulAy
Philippine Science High School - Main
Fortunato Tacuboy III

brendon 
di go
British School Manila
     

mA. CzArinA AngelA 
sio lAo
St. Jude Catholic School
Manuel Tanpoco

Tiong soon 
kelsey lim
Grace Christian College
Josephine Sy-Tan

lu ChrisTiAn 
sy ong
Grace Christian College
Josephine Sy-Tan

lorenzo gAbriel 
del rosArio Quiogue
Ateneo de Manila High School
Ryan M. Bruce

reine JiAnA 
mendozA reynoso
Philippine Science High School - Main
Jose Manresa Enrico Español

AdriAn reginAld 
ChuA sy
St. Jude Catholic School
Manuel Tanpoco

AndreW 
kuA sy
Xavier School
Linda May Hernandez

benson miChAel 
TAn TAn
Jubilee Christian Academy
Enrique Sabacan

JAson AllAn 
TAn TAn
Jubilee Christian Academy
Enrique Sabacan

mATTheW 
sy TAn
St. Jude Catholic School
Manuel Tanpoco

mikAelA AngelmA 
uy
St. Jude Catholic School
Manuel Tanpoco

FArrell eldriAn 
Wu
MGC New Life Christian Academy
Neshie Joyce Guntiñas

JusTin 
yTurzAeTA
Jubilee Chrisitian Academy
Enrique Sabacan
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the pmo team

direCTor

Jose ernie Lope

AssisTAnT direCTors

richard Lemence

dranreb earL Juanico

Yvette Lim

TesT develoPmenT CommiTTee

Job nabLe

cLark Go

mark toLentino

timothY tenG

FLor Francisco

TreAsurer

victoria maY paGuio

logisTiCs And oPerATions CommiTTee

maY anne tirado

Jared Guissmo asuncion

pauL reine kennett de La rosa

GuadeLLa ruiz

charLes repizo

nATionAl sTAge PrePArATions

recheL arciLLa

kristine carpio

Frumencio co

isaGani Jos

ederLine nocon

shirLee ocampo

anita onG

arturo paciFicador Jr.

arLene pascasio

riGor ponsones

Jose tristan reYes

Leonor ruivivar

sonia tan

reGina tresvaLLes
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regionAl CoordinATors

Region 1 / CAR
proF WiLFredo aLanGui

Region 2
mr crizaLdY binarao

Region 3
dr Jumar vaLdez

Region 4A
mr John mark Lampos

Region 4B
dr eLuciLa sespene

Region 5
ms cresencia LaGuerta

Region 6
proF FiLame JoY catinan

Region 7
dr Lorna aLmocera

Region 8
mr Jonas viLLas

Region 9
dr rocheLLeo mariano

Region 10
dr JoceLYn viLeLa

Region 11
dr everYth deLiGero

Region 12 / ARMM
dr JonaLd pimenteL

Region 13
dr theLma montero-GaLLiGuez

nCR
dr recto rex caLinGasan

   

0730am - 0830am

0900am - 1200nn

1200nn - 0200pm

0200pm - 0500pm

0630pm - 0830pm

sChedule

RegistRAtion

PhAse i: WRitten PhAse

LunCh BReAk

PhAse ii: oRAL PhAse

   nAtionAL AntheM

   WeLCoMing ReMARks

   AWARding of CeRtifiCAtes

   oRAL CoMPetition

   iMo suMMeR CAMP BRiefing

dinneR & AWARding CeReMonies
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pmo: through the years
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QUALIFYING STAGE

PART I. Each correct answer is worth two points.

1. Find the sum of

1

2× 5
+

1

5× 8
+

1

8× 11
+ · · ·+ 1

2009× 2012
.

(a)
335

2012
(b)

545

2012
(c)

865

2012
(d)

1005

2012

2. Find the last two digits of 0! + 5! + 10! + 15! + · · ·+ 100!.

(a) 00 (b) 11 (c) 21 (d) 01

3. Consider the system

xy = 10a, yz = 10b, xz = 10c.

What is log x+ log y + log z?

(a)
abc

2
(b)

a+ b+ c

2
(c) a+ b+ c (d) abc

4. A polyhedron has 30 faces and 62 edges. How many vertices does the polyhe-
dron have?

(a) 61 (b) 34 (c) 46 (d) 77

5. Which of the following quadratic expressions in x have roots
g

h
and −h

g
?

(a) g2h2x2 − g2

h2

(b) hgx2 + (g2 − h2)x− hg

(c) hgx2 + (h2 − g2)x+ hg

(d) hgx2 + (h2 − g2)x− hg

6. If x6 = 64 and

(
2

x
− x

2

)2

= b, then a function f that satisfies f(b+ 1) = 0 is

(a) f(x) = 1− 2x−1

(b) f(x) = 2x−1

(c) f(x) = x2 + x

(d) f(x) = 2x− 1
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7. Sixty men working on a construction job have done 1/3 of the work in 18 days.
The project is behind schedule and must be accomplished in the next twelve
days. How many more workers need to be hired?

(a) 60 (b) 180 (c) 120 (d) 240

8. The vertices D, E and F of the rectangle are midpoints of the sides of �ABC.
If the area of �ABC is 48, find the area of the rectangle.

(a) 12 (b) 24 (c) 6 (d) 12
√
2

9. Determine the number of factors of 5x + 2 · 5x+1.

(a) x (b) x+ 1 (c) 2x (d) 2x+ 2

10. How many solutions has sin 2θ − cos 2θ =
√
6/2 in

(
−π

2
,
π

2

)
?

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

11. If 2 sin(3x) = a cos(3x + c), find all values of ac. In the choices below, k runs
through all integers.

(a) −π

2
(b) 2kπ

(c) −π

(d) (4k − 1)π

12. If x satisfies
log2 x

log2 2x− log8 2
= 3, the value of 1 + x+ x2 + x3 + x4 + · · · is

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c)
1

2

(d) the value does not exist

QUALIFYING STAGE
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13. Find the least common multiple of 15! and 23395471.

(a) 23365371111131

(b) 23365371

(c) 211395472111131

(d) 211395472

14. If (a, b) is the solution of the system
√
x+ y +

√
x− y = 4, x2 − y2 = 9, then

ab

a+ b
has value

(a)
10

9
(b)

8

3
(c) 10 (d)

20

9

15. Find the value of sin θ if the terminal side of θ lies on the line 5y− 3x = 0 and
θ is in the first quadrant.

(a)
3√
34

(b)
3

4
(c)

3

5
(d)

4√
34

PART II. Each correct answer is worth three points.

1. Find the value of log2[2
34485 · · · (220)22].

(a) 3290 (b) 3500 (c) 3710 (d) 4172

2. Let 2 = logb x. Find all values of
x+ 1

x
as b ranges over all positive real

numbers.

(a) (0,+∞)

(b) (1,+∞)

(c) (0, 1)

(d) all real numbers

3. Solve the inequality
1

3x

(
1

3x
− 2

)
< 15.

(a)

(
− log 5

log 3
,+∞

)

(b)

(
−∞,

log 5

log 3

)
(c)

(
log 3

log 5
, 1

)

(d) (log 3, log 5)
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4. Find the solution set of the inequality
(π
2

)(x−1)2

≤
(
2

π

)x2−5x−5

.

(a) [−1, 4]

(b) (−∞,−1] ∪ (4,+∞)

(c) [−1/2, 4]

(d) (−∞,−1/2] ∪ [4,+∞)

5. The equation x2 − bx+ c = 0 has two roots p and q. If the product pq is to be
maximum, what value of b will make b+ c minimum?

(a) −c (b) −2 (c)
1

2
(d) 2c

6. Find the range of the function f(x) =
6

5
√
x2 − 10x+ 29− 2

.

(a) [−1/2, 3/4]

(b) (0, 3/4]

(c) (1/2, 4/3]

(d) [−1/2, 0) ∪ (0, 4/3]

7. A fair die is thrown three times. What is the probability that the largest
outcome of the three throws is a 3?

(a) 1/36 (b) 19/216 (c) 25/36 (d) 1/8

8. If f is a real-valued function, defined for all nonzero real numbers, such that

f(a) +
1

f(b)
= f

(
1

a

)
+ f(b), find all possible values of f(1)− f(−1).

(a) {−2, 2}
(b) {0,−1, 1}

(c) {1, 2}
(d) {0,−2, 2}

9. Which is a set of factors of (r − s)3 + (s− t)3 + (t− r)3?

(a) {r − s, s− t, t− r}
(b) {3r − 3s, s+ t, t+ r}

(c) {r − s, s− t, t− 2rt+ r}
(d) {r2 − s2, s− t, t− r}

10. If 36− 4
√
2− 6

√
3 + 12

√
6 = (a

√
2 + b

√
3 + c)2, find the value of a2 + b2 + c2.

(a) 12

(b) 5

(c) 14

(d) 6

QUALIFYING STAGE
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PART III. Each correct answer is worth six points.

1. ABCD is a trapezoid with AB||CD, AB = 6 and CD = 15. If the area of
�AED = 30, what is the area of �AEB?

(a) 20 (b) 40/7 (c) 12 (d) 8/3

2. Find the maximum value of y = (7− x)4(2 + x)5 when x lies strictly between
−2 and 7.

(a) 7425

(b) (4.5)4(2.5)5

(c) (2.5)9

(d) (4.5)9

3. Find all possible values of
2 · 3−x − 1

3−x − 2
, as x runs through all real numbers.

(a) (−∞, 1/2) ∪ (2,+∞)

(b) (1/2, 2)

(c) [2,+∞]

(d) (0,+∞)

4. In how many ways can one select five books from a row of twelve books so
that no two adjacent books are chosen?

(a) 34 (b) 78 (c) 42 (d) 56

5. Find the range of

f(x) =
(x− a)(x− b)

(c− a)(c− b)
+

(x− b)(x− c)

(a− b)(a− c)
+

(x− c)(x− a)

(b− c)(b− a)

where a, b, c are distinct real numbers.

(a) all real numbers

(b) {1}
(c) [−a− b− c,+∞)

(d) {a+ b+ c}
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Part I. No solution is needed. All answers must be in simplest form. Each correct
answer is worth three points.

1. Find all complex numbers z such that
z4 + 1

z4 − 1
=

i√
3
.

2. Find the remainder if (2001)2012 is divided by 106.

3. If z3 − 1 = 0 and z �= 1, find the value of z +
1

z
+ 4.

4. Find the equation of the line that contains the point (1, 0), that is of least
positive slope, and that does not intersect the curve 4x2 − y2 − 8x = 12.

5. Consider a function f(x) = ax2+bx+c, a > 0 with two distinct roots a distance
p apart. By how much, in terms of a, b, c should the function be translated
downwards so that the distance between the roots becomes 2p?

6. Find the equation of a circle, in the form (x − h)2 + (y − k)2 = r2, inscribed
in a triangle whose vertex are located at the points (−2, 1), (2, 5), (5, 2).

7. Define f(x) =
ax

ax +
√
a
for any a > 0. Evaluate

2012∑
i=1

f

(
i

2013

)
.

8. Let 3x, 4y, 5z form a geometric sequence while
1

x
,
1

y
,
1

z
form an arithmetic

sequence. Find the value of
x

z
+

z

x
.

9. Consider an acute triangle with angles α, β, γ opposite the sides a, b, c, respec-

tively. If sinα =
3

5
and cos β =

5

13
, evaluate

a2 + b2 − c2

ab
.

10. A change from Cartesian to polar coordinates involves the following trans-
formation: x = r cos θ and y = r sin θ. For a circle with polar equation

r =

(
m

n

)
cos θ, where 1 ≤ n ≤ m ≤ 6, how many distinct combinations of m

and n will this equation represent a circle of radius greater than or equal to
5?

11. Let f be a polynomial function that satisfies f(x − 5) = −3x2 + 45x − 108.
Find the roots of f(x).

12. Six boy-girl pairs are to be formed from a group of six boys and six girls. In
how many ways can this be done?

area STAGE
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13. From the xy-plane, select five distinct points that have integer coordinates.
Find the probability that there is a pair of points among the five whose mid-
point has integer coordinates.

14. Given that tanα + cotα = 4, find
√
sec2 α + csc2 α− 1

2
secα cscα.

15. There are 100 people in a room. 60 of them claim to be good at math, but
only 50 are actually good at math. If 30 of them correctly deny that they are
good at math, how many people are good at math but refuse to admit it?

16. Find the value of p, where,

p =
162 − 4

18× 13
× 162 − 9

19× 12
× 162 − 16

20× 11
× · · · × 162 − 64

24× 7
.

17. The number x is chosen randomly from the interval (0, 1]. Define y = �log4 x�.
Find the sum of the lengths of all subintervals of (0, 1] for which y is odd. For
any real number a, �a� is defined as the smallest integer not less than a.

18. Find the value/s of k so that the inequality k(x2 + 6x − k)(x2 + x − 12) > 0
has solution set (−4, 3).

19. A sequence of numbers is defined using the relation

an = −an−1 + 6an−2

where a1 = 2, a2 = 1. Find a100 + 3a99.

20. Define the following operation for real numbers: a�b = ab+a+b. If x�y = 11,
y � z = −4, and x� z = −5. What is the difference between the maximum and
minimum elements of the solution set {x, y, z}?

Part II. Show the solution to each item. Each complete and correct solution is
worth ten points.

1. If x+ y + xy = 1, where x, y are nonzero real numbers, find the value of

xy +
1

xy
− y

x
− x

y
.

2. The quartic (4th-degree) polynomial P (x) satisfies P (1) = 0 and attains its
maximum value of 3 at both x = 2 and x = 3. Compute P (5).

3. Let v(X) be the sum of elements of a nonempty finite set X, where X is a set
of numbers. Calculate the sum of all numbers v(X) where X ranges over all
nonempty subsets of the set {1, 2, 3, ..., 16}.
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Qualifying Round

I. 1. A

2. C

3. B

4. B

5. D

6. A

7. C

8. B

9. D

10. D

11. D

12. B

13. C

14. D

15. A

II. 1. A

2. B

3. A

4. C

5. B

6. B

7. B

8. D

9. A

10. C

III. 1. C

2. D

3. A

4. D

5. B

Area Stage

I. 1. 1
2 +

√
3
2 i, −

√
3
2 + 1

2 i,

− 1
2 −

√
3
2 i,

√
3
2 − 1

2 i

2. 24001

3. 3

4. y = 2x− 2

5.
3b2

4a
− 3c

6. (x− 2)2 + (y − 3)2 = 2

7. 1006

8.
34

15

9.
32

65

10. 5

11. 7, -2

12. 6!

13. 1

14.
√
14

15. 10

16. 2

17. 1/5

18. (−∞,−9]

19. 7× 298

20. 5

II. 1. Observe that

xy +
1

xy
− y

x
− x

y
=

(xy)2 + 1− x2 − y2

xy

=
(x2 − 1)(y2 − 1)

xy

=
(x+ 1)(y + 1)(x− 1)(y − 1)

xy

= (xy + x+ y + 1)
(xy − x− y + 1)

xy
.

Qualifying Round

I. 1. A

2. C

3. B

4. B

5. D

6. A

7. C

8. B

9. D

10. D

11. D

12. B

13. C

14. D

15. A

II. 1. A

2. B

3. A

4. C

5. B

6. B

7. B

8. D

9. A

10. C

III. 1. C

2. D

3. A

4. D

5. B

Area Stage

I. 1. 1
2 +

√
3
2 i, −

√
3
2 + 1

2 i,

− 1
2 −

√
3
2 i,

√
3
2 − 1

2 i

2. 24001

3. 3

4. y = 2x− 2

5.
3b2

4a
− 3c

6. (x− 2)2 + (y − 3)2 = 2

7. 1006

8.
34

15

9.
32

65

10. 5

11. 7, -2

12. 6!

13. 1

14.
√
14

15. 10

16. 2

17. 1/5

18. (−∞,−9]

19. 7× 298

20. 5

II. 1. Observe that

xy +
1

xy
− y

x
− x

y
=

(xy)2 + 1− x2 − y2

xy

=
(x2 − 1)(y2 − 1)

xy

=
(x+ 1)(y + 1)(x− 1)(y − 1)

xy

= (xy + x+ y + 1)
(xy − x− y + 1)

xy
.

answer key
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Since, xy + x+ y = 1, the first term will equal to 2. Moreover, dividing both sides of

the equation xy + x+ y = 1 by xy, we obtain

1 +
1

y
+

1

x
=

1

xy
,

which is equivalent to

1 =
1

xy
− 1

y
− 1

x
.

Hence, (xy + x+ y + 1)
(xy − x− y + 1)

xy
= 2 · 2 = 4 .

2. Consider the polynomial Q(x) = P (x) − 3. Then Q(x) has zeros at and maximum

value 0 at x = 2, 3. These conditions imply that Q(x) has the form

Q(x) = A(x− 2)2(x− 3)2.

That is, its graph looks like

because the values ofQ(x) should grow larger and larger through negative values as the

variable x goes to larger and larger values of both signs and the fact that the number

of turning points should not exceed 4−1 = 3 but should be more than 2 (given by the

maximum points). Thus, Q(1) = −3 imply a = −3

4
. Finally, Q(5) = P (5)− 3 = −27

and P (5) = -24 .

3. The answer is 215 · 8 · 17

We note that each k ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 16} belongs to 215 subsets of {1, 2, 3, ..., 16}. We

reason as follows: we can assign 0 or 1 to k according to whether it is not or in a

subset of {1, 2, 3,..., 16}. As there are 2 choices for a fixed k, k belongs to half of the

total number of subsets, which is 216. Hence the sum is

∑
v(X) = 215(1 + 2 + 3 + · · ·+ 16) = 215 · 8 · 17 = 4456448

.
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